Furniture for
your workday.

Belair Office Products, is at the forefront
of the Canadian mid-market office
furniture industry. Since 1993, we
have been helping outfit successful
organizations across the country with
quality, practical furniture. Provided
through our dedicated dealer network,
Belair enjoys a wide following of its
gorgeous finishes and innovative
configurations. Many of these excellent
designs come about through direct
input from dealers and clients. Custom
furniture needs are always welcomed.

Partners Desk

2 Person Workstation

Compact footprint allows close
associates to share and collaborate
yet have personal space.

80" x 144" Footprint.

We were made to move.

Altitude is our answer to creating mobility and variety in the office. Various levels of work

Movement is for everybody.
Stay productive with this
double workspace.

surface allow a user to walk up and work or sit to ponder. Paperwork can be collated across
large standing surfaces or sit in your favourite chair and meet with clients. It’s your choice
how and when you use your body – to remain productive and healthy.

Examples of Altitude packages – many more options available.

Active U-Shape

Standing L

72" x 102" Footprint.

80" x 72" Footprint.

 ombines the generous workspace
C
and consultation area expected
with a standing side desk for timely
moments of standing.

Personal work area for both sitting
and standing. Change the way you
work in seconds.

Style Meets Value

Enhance your
Transactions

Phoenix Series
Environmental
Statement
Respect for our environment has been a long
held value at Belair. Our commitment to high
quality components and raw materials results
in long lasting furniture that maintains its looks
and functionality throughout its lifetime.
Over our history, we have consistently worked
to reduce the waste from our processes.
Wherever possible, damaged or blemished

Belair produces several categories of valueoriented office furniture including meeting
room tables. This popular selection includes
custom sizing and edge-treatment options.

The Transaction line features an “On-Desk” partition
system reducing space requirements and adding
modern design to privacy. Panels are available in
several materials and endless combinations.

Inspire your team. Refresh your workspace.
The Phoenix collection turns simplicity and
durability into stylish function. Many storage
options are available to complement.

components are cut down and turned into
usable components.
Our plant and offices actively recycle paper, glass,
plastic, aluminum and other metals. Additionally
we continue to seek ways to reduce the amount
of paper consumed within our organization,

Smaller Office
Solutions

Candi
is Suite

Be Forward-Facing

moving to electronic format where possible.
We work to minimize the packaging materials
that are used for individual orders, and in
some instances are able to utilize our shipping
expertise to ship unboxed so that the least
amount of waste is created through this process.
Our lumber suppliers are also committed
to sustainability and minimizing their impact
upon the environment, meeting and exceeding
government standards. Our main material,
Canadian-made, commercial-duty melamine
board consists of 100% recycled product.

Outfitting small office footprints is increasingly
important as real estate costs rise. Always a
specialty, Belair creates functional space-saving
workstations for maximum productivity.

This commercial-duty furniture line ships unassembled and is
produced in larger production runs in limited finishes. Candi’s
success has reduced reliance on container shipments from
offshore and provided home-grown value.

Now an industry staple, Belair was first to market
with our affordable “Forward-Facing” workstation
designs – facing computer users toward incoming
guests and improving office relationships.
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